UT authors must make all their publications Open Access (OA), preferably immediately with a licence for re-use.

In all cases, UT-affiliated publications must be open at the latest six months after the first publication date.

Does your funder require you to publish OA?
Check the requirements on Sherpa/Juliet.

Is the journal of your choice trustworthy?
Use the checklist on Think. Check. Submit.

Visit the UT Journal Browser to find journals in your field and their OA options

Can you publish OA in the journal of your choice?

In the UT Journal Browser, I see:
OPEN ACCESS
You automatically publish OA in this journal.

In the UT Journal Browser, I see:
OPEN REQUEST
You can choose to publish OA in this journal.

In the UT Journal Browser, I see:
Open Access support unknown
Click on the journal’s title and then on Journal Home Page to find out.

Can you cover the cost of OA publishing in this journal?

I see: 100% APC discount for UT authors
Click on the journal’s title to check the requirements for the discount. In any case, use your utwente email address and affiliation when you submit your article to the journal.

I see: Probably no APC costs
Click on the journal’s title and then on Journal Home Page to double-check:

Will OA publishing be free of charge for you?

YES
Will your funder, faculty (BMS) or research group pay?

YES
NO

YES
NO

Will you automatically publish OA in this journal?

Do you want to publish OA immediately?

YES
NO

NO
YES

Transfer copyrights to the publisher.

Your article is published behind a paywall on the journal’s website.

Always upload the final published version of your article to Pure.

Optional: Also upload the accepted author version, if the publisher allows you to make that version open in Pure within six months.

If there is no open version in Pure yet, the University Library will make the final published version openly available after six months, unless you opt out.

Your article is published OA on the journal’s website.

Choose a licence for your article (preferably CC BY)

You and others are allowed to share your article according to the terms of the CC licence.

Your article is openly available in UT Research Information.

You and others are allowed to share your article according to the terms of the CC licence.

Your article is openly available in UT Research Information.

You and others are not allowed to share your article without permission of the publisher. Link to UT Research Information instead.

More information: www.utwente.nl/openaccess Questions? open-access@utwente.nl

WE’LL GLADLY HELP YOU